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EMPLOYER FEEDBACK ANALYSIS ON CURRICULUM (2019-20)

For the academic year 2019-20, the feedback about the syllabus was collected
from the stakeholders. All these feedbacks were collected by using a five-point
rating scale and analysed using excel software.

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK ANALYSIS ON CURRICULUM

The employer feedback form consists of questions that truly indicated their
satisfaction level of the alumni about the syllabus. Given below are the
conclusions obtained by analyzing the employer feedback for the academic year
2019 - 2020.

● The majority (89.5%) rates the general communication skills positively, with
32.5% considering them excellent and 57% very good, indicating strong
communication abilities among individuals.

● A significant majority (88.9%) acknowledges the efficiency of individuals in
developing practical solutions to workplace problems, with 30.9% rating it
excellent and 58.1% very good.

● The majority (79.7%) recognizes a strong interest in working as part of a
team, with 47.2% rating it excellent and 32.5% very good, suggesting a
collaborative and team-oriented environment.

● A substantial percentage (80.6%) rates planning and organization skills
positively, with 43.8% considering them excellent and 36.8% very good,
highlighting strong organizational capabilities.

● The majority (77.3%) either strongly agrees or agrees that individuals are
self-motivated and take an appropriate level of responsibility, indicating a
high level of personal initiative.

● A significant portion (71.7%) agrees that individuals are open to new ideas
and learning new techniques, emphasizing a positive attitude towards
adaptability and continuous learning.



● The majority (70.8%) rates the ability to contribute to the organization's goals
positively, with 37.1% considering it excellent and 33.5% very good,
showcasing a strong commitment to organizational success.

● Almost half (49.5%) of the respondents rate leadership qualities as excellent,
suggesting a notable presence of strong leadership skills among individuals at
Farook College.

● A significant majority (80.8%) acknowledges excellent relationships with
seniors, peers, and subordinates, showcasing a positive social environment
within the college.

● The majority (79.3%) recognizes individuals' high involvement in social
activities, underlining a vibrant and engaged college community.

● A significant portion (74%) agrees that individuals have the ability to take up
extra responsibility, indicating a proactive approach and readiness for
additional tasks.

● A considerable number (76.9%) agrees that individuals are willing to work
beyond schedule if required, demonstrating dedication and flexibility.

● A substantial majority (87.3%) expresses high satisfaction with Farook
College and its curriculum, reflecting an overwhelmingly positive overall
experience within the institution.
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